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Master of bygone civility, Bush is hailed
at funeral as U.S. ‘soldier-statesman’
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Former President George H.W. Bush
was hailed at his state funeral on Wednesday as a warrior-statesman of uncommon personal kindness who went from being a hero
of American conflicts to representing a bygone era of civility in
politics.
Amid an unusual bipartisan spirit at the service at the Washington
National Cathedral, both Republican and Democratic politicians
honored a president who called for a “kinder, gentler” nation.
Bush, the 41st U.S. president, died last week in Texas aged 94.
He occupied the White House from 1989 to 1993, navigating the
collapse of the Soviet Union and expelling former Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein’s forces from oil-rich Kuwait.
“George H.W. Bush was America’s last great soldier-statesman,”
Jon Meacham, a presidential biographer, said in a eulogy. “He
stood in the breach in the Cold War against totalitarianism. He
stood in the breach in Washington against unthinking partisanship,” he said.
At a ceremony full of pomp but also peppered with laughter, the
capital’s current political feuds were briefly set aside in honor of
the late president, a naval aviator who survived being shot down
by Japanese forces over the Pacific Ocean in World War Two, and
a former head of the CIA during the Cold War.
Still, there were reminders of lingering tensions.
President Donald Trump shook hands with his predecessor,
Barack Obama, and former first lady Michelle Obama. But he
made no attempt to greet the other two former Democratic presidents, Bill Clinton and Jimmy Carter, sharing the front pew, or
their spouses, including Hillary Clinton, Trump’s 2016 election
opponent.
A patrician figure, Bush was voted out of office in part for failing
to connect with ordinary Americans during an economic recession.
But he has been remembered as representing an earlier era of civility in American politics, an image burnished in recent years by
the divisiveness and anger in the United States that accompanied
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the rise of Trump.
Former President George W. Bush said his father “valued character over pedigree, and he was no cynic. He’d look
for the good in each person, and he usually found it.”
The flag-draped casket of former President George H.W. Bush arrives carried by a military honor guard during a
State Funeral at the National Cathedral, Wednesday, Dec. 5, 2018, in Washington. Andrew Harnik/Pool via REUTERS

Tariff effects broaden across U.S., wage
growth higher: Fed
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Tariff-driven price increases have spread more broadly through the U.S. economy,
though on balance inflation has risen at a modest pace
in most parts of the country, the Federal Reserve said on
Wednesday in its latest report on the economy.
The U.S. central bank’s “Beige Book” report, a snapshot of
the economy gleaned from discussions with business contacts in the Fed’s 12 districts in the weeks through November 26, also said that the economy appeared to be growing
modestly to moderately.
While a wide range of businesses cited concerns about the
effects of a trade war between the United States and China,
firms continued to hire and reported bumping up benefits
and pay to compete for an increasingly scarce labor pool.
Labor markets tightened across a broad range of industries,
and wage growth “tended to the higher side of a modest to
moderate pace,” the Fed said.
In the Minneapolis Federal Reserve Bank’s district, “labor

availability was widely seen as the biggest obstacle to
short-term growth,” according to the Beige Book.
The dollar held onto slim gains after the report was
released.
The Fed is widely expected to raise interest rates at
the close of its Dec. 18-19 policy meeting. Policymakers have said the United States’ strong economy
could stoke higher inflation if they do not raise borrowing costs further.
At the same time, Fed Chairman Jerome Powell
has signaled the Fed’s three-year tightening cycle is
drawing to a close and central bankers are looking
for signs a global growth slowdown and a U.S.-China
trade war might be weighing on the U.S. economy.
The Beige Book report highlighted the developing risks that Fed officials have begun citing more
frequently as they plan how far to continue their rate
increase cycle.
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Plane bearing George H.W. Bush heads
to Houston
The Washington segments of George H.W. Bush’s state
funeral continued outside the National Cathedral with a
departure ceremony, one of the half-dozen formal events
in the nation’s capital since Monday. With Bush’s family
trailing behind, pall bearers carried Bush’s casket to the
black hearse bearing the presidential seal as a military band
played “Hail to the Chief.”
At 12:20 Houston time, the door to the hearse was closed.
Eight minutes later, the motorcade began its journey to
Joint Base Andrews in Maryland, for another ceremony
prior to the flight to Ellington Field in Houston for ongoing
events honoring the 41st president.
At 12:54, the motorcade bearing the president’s hearse arrived at Joint Base Andrews.
On HoustonChronicle.com: Full coverage of former President George H.W. Bush
At 1:05, with the president’s family looking on, Bush’s casket
was removed from the hearse, followed by a U.S. Army 21gun salute.
In the departure ceremony, pall bearers representing the
branches of the military carried Bush’s casket to the plane as
a military band played Antonin Dvorak’s Goin’ Home. The
Bush family began boarding the 747 that bears the name
Air Force One about five minutes after the 21-gun salute.
George W. Bush turned to give a slight wave as he entered
the aircraft.

Hearse carrying casket of former U.S. President Bush arrives at Ellington Field in Houston

The plane began taxiing at 1:23, lifting off 1:26 from the
airfield Bush used dozens of times for his return to Texas.
People turned out by the thousands to pay their respects
during Bush’s final trip to the nation’s capital, where he
became a revered global leader as president and, before that,
vice president.
In Bush’s 35 hours lying in state in the Capitol Rotunda,
42,000 people came to pass by the casket.

Bush's dog Sully is seen during a departure ceremony at
Ellington Field in Houston
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USA’s ‘First Biometric Terminal’
In Operation At Atlanta Airport
Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor
Photo above shows new biometric
scanning technology at Terminal F in
Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport in Atlanta, Georgia. (Photo/Delta
Air Lines).
Imagine looking at a screen for two seconds and then check in for your flight?
Then you glance at a screen for another
two seconds to drop off your bags at a
luggage station? How easy would it be to
merely look at another screen to breeze
through ID checks at TSA security checkpoints or the departure gate?
All this, without having to use your passport.
Now all this is reality.
Atlanta’s Hartsfield Jackson International
Airport and Delta Air Lines have opened
the nation’s first curb-to-gate biometric
terminal, which promises to improve aviation security while moving travelers faster
through screening.
“Atlanta airport -- the busiest airport in the
world, our largest hub -- is the first airport
in the US to roll this out,” Delta Chief
Operating Officer Gil West told CNN at
the terminal’s opening on November 29.
“It saves nine minutes on the ground for
the boarding process which is time that
our customers won’t be spending in lines
waiting to board the aircraft.”
The biometric ID technology being used
here is facial recognition. It’s a camera-based system that compares scans of
travelers’ faces to a database of verified ID
photos curated by US Customs and Border
Protection (CBP).
Passengers use a facial recognition screen
to verify their identities before boarding
a Delta Air Lines flight from Atlanta to
Mexico City on Thursday.

Delta’s competitors -- including JetBlue,
American Airlines and Southwest Airlines
-- have started pilot facial recognition
programs at a handful of US airports for
international boarding. But so far, Delta
says Atlanta is the only airport to also offer biometrics for check-in, luggage and
TSA ID checks.
CBP says America’s air travel industry
is on a path toward widespread adoption
of facial recognition verification at all
US airports with international flights and
eventually, say industry leaders, domestic
flights too.
It’s the “next leap in airport security,” says
Matt Cornelius, vice president of Airports
Council International, North America. Although Cornelius is confident in the technology and it “continues to evolve very
rapidly,” he says it “still has a lot of development to go.”
It’s more secure
Using the system is totally optional.
Passengers who don’t feel comfortable using it can opt to go through traditional ID
verification using their passports. Privacy
groups say they’re worried facial recognition databases are subject to limited accountability and vulnerable to government
abuse or lack of oversight.
Experts and authorities believe biometric
ID technology will make airports and air
travel safer in an era when aviation is targeted by criminals and terrorists.
“Facial recognition is much better from a
security perspective than a paper, barcode
scan,” said John Selden, Atlanta airport’s
new general manager who spent four
years as deputy general manager at New
York’s JFK International Airport. “This
technology is leading the way in improving security.”
Your face can be your passport
In a nutshell, here’s how it works:
If you’re unfamiliar, facial recognition
technology uses a complex algorithm that
recognizes each person’s unique facial
characteristics -- including shapes of eyes,
noses, mouths, proportional relationships
and other factors.

Delta Air Lines offers customers in
Atlanta the option
of using facial recognition technology to check in for international flights.
-- Passengers enter their passport numbers
into their frequent flier airline profiles.
-- Check in to your flight at one of several kiosks in the international terminal
by pressing a touch-screen tab labeled
“LOOK: Facial Recognition” and looking
into the screen. The image is compared to
the image on file in the CBP database.
-- Drop your luggage at the nearby airline
baggage drop station by looking into a
camera.
-- At the TSA screening area, look into a
scanner screen and show your boarding
pass. No need to pull out your passport or
driver’s license.
A typical stop at a TSA ID check station
can take 11-20 seconds. With this -- in less
than three seconds -- boom, you’re cleared
to continue on through the TSA passenger
and carry-on baggage screening lanes.
Next year at Atlanta’s international terminal, TSA plans to use facial recognition so
participating travelers won’t have to show
a boarding pass either.
It has a 98% success rate
Finally, at your departure gate, instead
of having to pull out your passport before you board your international flight,
just briefly stare into a screen set up at
the jetway entrance. In 2 seconds, you’re
cleared and bouncing down the jetway to
your seat. An airline gate agent is staffing
the screen to take care of any technical
hiccups.
Yep, once in a while, the screen doesn’t
recognize a face.
In fact, about 1%
or 2% of the time,
face scans aren’t
able to verify passengers, said John
Wagner, CBP deputy assistant commissioner. He blames
that on bad scan images -- poor lighting

conditions, for example. “If you do get rejected, all you do is present your passport
and your boarding pass.”
TSA facial recognition screens are now
available for biometric ID verification at
Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson International
Airport.
Wagner says the technology will be continually improved with a goal of 100%
effectiveness.
When it does work, the CBP’s facial recognition database can help authorities nab
travelers who use false passports. Recently three airline passengers at Washington’s
Dulles International Airport were caught
over a period of 40 days, according to
CBP.
Privacy questions
When authorities have your facial image
in a database, you’re giving up control
over how the government can use it, said
Jeramie Scott at the Electronic Privacy
Information Center, a Washington-based
organization aimed at protecting privacy.
The CBP says facial images of US citizens
scanned at airports are deleted from their
database shortly after confirmation. Facial
images of non-citizens who arrive in the
US are stored for 75 years, the CBP website says, and departure photos of non-citizens are deleted after 14 days.

Biometric facial recognition cameras have
been installed at Delta Air Lines’ baggage
drop station at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta
International Airport.
Delta’s West said the airline never has
control of the CBP database -- “only the
ability to access it to verify identity.”
Privacy advocates are calling on lawmakers to create legal safeguards to prevent
the abuse of these kinds of databases.
As for passengers, Keary King of Dothan,
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Alabama, said he was willing to try the
CBP system. “We have no privacy concerns,” he said, waiting with his family to
board Delta Flight 365 to Mexico City.
“Maybe it makes the boarding a little
quicker,” King said. “That would be good,
not only for me but for all the passengers.”
Most of the flight’s 124 passengers who
originated in Atlanta used the facial scanner and boarded the Boeing 737-700 on
time in about 10 minutes. Only a few had
to show their passports because the system
rejected their scanned images.
It’s expanding to other airports
Outside the US, airports such as Singapore’s Changi, Amsterdam’s Schiphol and
Aruba International Airport reportedly already offer biometric check-in and boarding capability at some gates and terminals.
Airports in Japan reportedly
are rolling out
facial recognition boarding facilities at several airports this year.
China’s Hongqiao International Airport is
also using facial recognition for security
screening, according to The Independent,
and is in the process of expanding to a full
curb-to-gate facial recognition system.
London’s Heathrow plans to start testing
an end-to-end facial recognition program
next year.
Meanwhile, Delta is expanding its biometric program. “We’ll look to scale this at all
our hubs internationally, and aspirationally, throughout our entire operations,” West
said, implying the addition of US domestic travelers. Delta plans to kickoff a facial
recognition option for customers flying
internationally out of Detroit in mid-December.
Passengers should always have the ability
to opt out of any facial recognition system,
Cornelius said.
Full implementation is “a number of
years away,” Cornelius said. Wagner said
the CBP hopes to have facial recognition
boarding at all US airports serving international flights within 3 or 4 years.
Right now, airports’ main concern is getting these systems up to speed, Cornelius
said.
If all goes as planned, airports believe facial recognition can reduce those annoying bottlenecks at security lines and make
air travel safer for all of us. (Courtesy cnn.
com)
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The World Health Organization has recognized “gaming disorder” as a diagnosable condition.
But the organization’s decision to include the new term in the 11th edition of
its International Classification of Diseases (ICD), which it released Monday, has
sparked controversy among psychiatric
experts who question whether there’s
enough research to call it a true disorder.
According to the American Psychological Association, an estimated 160 million
American adults play video games, but
the percentage of people that could qualify for the disorder is extremely small.
Players’ ages range from under 18 to
over 50, and the male-to-female ratio is
almost equal.
The WHO’s official definition of “gaming disorder” includes:
1. A pattern of behavior for at least 12
months in which gaming is out of control
2. The pattern of behavior must show an
“increased priority given to gaming” to
the point that gaming “takes precedence
over other interests and daily activities.”
3. A “continuation or escalation of gaming despite the occurrence of negative
consequences,” or behavior that affects
one’s relationships, education, or occupation. This could mean that a teenager
may play video games instead of doing
homework and end up failing a test.
Child and adolescent psychiatrist Victor
Fornari, MD, sees many families who
struggle to control the amount of time
their children spend in front of a screen.
“A family usually has rules about TV
time. Here, a child wouldn’t stop, despite
the promise of negative consequences,”
he says.

An estimated 160 million American
adults play video games
Fornari says aggressive games involving

WHO Calls ‘Gaming Disorder’
A Mental Health Condition
Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor

teamwork and killing enemies tend to be
the most addictive for young people. He
also says some games have become so
popular that schools around the world
are warning parents to monitor their
child’s access to them.
Including gaming disorder in the ICD-11
could mean health insurancecoverage for
people seeking treatment.
“I think the ICD-11 category will give us
a chance to learn how to identify and diagnose the disorder. Now that there’s an
ICD-11 code, health care providers will
be able to ask for reimbursement from
health insurance companies,” Fornari
says.
People who do seek help right now likely find it difficult. Fornari says that there
are few treatment programs around because mental healthprofessionals really
don’t know how to treat the disorder yet.
Rehab centers and wilderness camps exist, but there is little proof of how well
they work, and they are often expensive.
He says it is unclear if gaming disorder
will require treatment similar to other
mental disorders or addictions.

“You always have to wonder when someone’s behavior is obsessive. It’s possible
that someone with obsessive-compulsive
disorder would compulsively play the
game, but they would likely show other compulsions as well, like checking
things, counting things, and washing
hands,” Fornari says.
Doubts About Defining the Condition
Some experts are reluctant to include
gaming disorder in the ICD.
The Society for Media Psychology and
Technology, a division of the American
Psychological Association, said in a
statement that the “current research base
is not sufficient” enough to classify the
disorder.
It argues that although video game addiction research has been going on for
nearly 30 years, it’s not clear how to define the condition, the symptoms, how
common it is, or if it is an independent
disorder or a symptom of a pre-existing
disorder.
The European Games Developer Federation (EGDF) also criticized the move.
The group said in a statement it was “concerned” by the WHO’s action to include
it, “despite significant opposition from
the medical and scientific community.
The evidence for its inclusion remains
highly contested and inconclusive.”
In the U.S., the American Psychological

Association has proposed adding gaming
disorder to the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders(DSM-5).
Although it’s not yet an official condition, the association recognizes the following symptoms:
• Heavy focus on Internet gaming
• Withdrawal symptoms when Internet
gaming is taken away (sadness, anxiety,
irritability)
• Tolerance, the need to spend more time
gaming
• Not being able to play less, unsuccessful attempts to quit playing
• Giving up other activities, and loss of
interest in activities that were once enjoyed
• Continuing to play despite problems
• Deceiving family members or others
about the amount of time spent on Internet gaming
• The use of Internet gaming to relieve
negative moods, such as guilt or hopelessness
• Risk, having jeopardized or lost a job or
relationship due to Internet gaming

To be diagnosed with gaming disorder,
a patient must have at least five of the
listed symptoms.
In a 2017 study done in the U.S., United
Kingdom, Canada, and Germany, close
to 19,000 gamers completed a survey
about symptoms of gaming disorder.
More than 65% of participants did not
report any symptoms of gaming disorder. Only 2.4% of the sample endorsed
at least five of the symptoms needed to
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be diagnosed.
In a commentary on that study, Patrick
M. Markey, PhD, a psychologyprofessor
at Villanova University, and Christopher
J. Ferguson, PhD, department chairman
of psychology at Stetson University,
questioned gaming disorder as a condition.
“Current data suggest that the proposed
Internet gaming disorder category is a
poor indicator of actual problems,” they
wrote. “Therefore, its use in clinical settings, as presently delineated, may ultimately cause more harm than good.”
They also asked why the DSM-5 singles
out gaming disorder as a proposed category, but not other things that could be
addictive, including working, exercising,
or eating.

In a 2017 study of gamers, only 2.4%
of the participants had at least five of
the symptoms needed to be diagnosed
with a gaming disorder.
“This important study suggests that video game addiction might be a real thing,
but it is not the epidemic that some have
made it out to be.”
Fornari says the WHO action will bring
about research on diagnosed cases that
will help doctors understand more about
the condition.
“I think any time changes like this occur,
an initial period of time will be needed
to test it out,” he says. “How often the
diagnosis is made and the range of clinical cases, like in any other mental disorder, will have to be studied. When a new
disorder is proposed, we need to see if it
will survive the test of time.” (Courtesy
webmd.com)

